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Dr. Glenn: Say hey, this is the very good Dr. Glenn Livingston with Never Binge 
Again, and who am I talking to? 

Yoav: With Sergeant Master Yoav Ezer.  Do you know that you're the only 
one who calls me Sergeant Master? 

Dr. Glenn: Is that true? 

Yoav: I try to get my wife to call me Sergeant Master, and she doesn’t. 

Dr. Glenn: Sir, yes, sir.  That's funny.  It's quite an accomplishment to be a Master 
Sergeant, right?  It's no small deal in the Israeli army. 
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Yoav: Not that big of a deal, but you have to have a lot of patience. 

Dr. Glenn: Okay.  Well, this is my good buddy, Yoav, and he's also the CEO of the 
company.  We've been friends for 16 years now, I believe. 

Yoav: That's amazing. 

Dr. Glenn: Isn't that amazing?  It's crazy.  I think it's 16 years in January.  Today, 
we wanted to talk about a subtle twist on the idea of using the present 
moment to eat well forever.  Just to quickly summarize -- we had done 
this in other podcasts -- initially, we recognize with Never Binge Again 
that the future is an infinite string of present moments.  And so the only 
time you can actually eat healthy is right now because now is the only 
time you can feed yourself. 

 When the future arrives, our inner saboteurs, our inner food monsters, 
our inner pigs will be telling us that "Maybe you can eat well now but 
I'm going to get you in the future."  A lot of people walk around with this 
anxiety about binging eventually without recognizing the fact that when 
eventually arrives, it's going to be now again.  So if you never binge 
now, the future is an infinite string of nows and you'll never binge again.  
That was the first level of the insights into what we call the now muscle. 

 The second level was recognizing that the ability to draw yourself back 
into the present was a muscle in and of itself.  We know that the pig 
would attack in all sorts of ways, trying to get you worried about the 
future or trying to get you to be worried about the past.  "You've failed a 
million times before.  How is this any different?  You're obviously going 
to fail again," but really the end of that sentence is, "Therefore, you 
might as well give up and binge now." 
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 The ironic thing about the pig trying to get you to go to the future or the 
past is that it's actually always attacking you in the present because 
what it wants you to do is to feed it right now.  "I want you to binge 
now."  Recognizing that that's actually a muscle and that if you simply 
practice never binging now, drawing yourself back into the present 
moment and not binging now, that muscle gets stronger over time.   

 Your ability to stay in the present moment gets stronger over time.  So 
when this mythical time called eventually in the future that the pig is 
supposed to get you, when that arrives, you are going to have a 
stronger now muscle than you even have now.  Obviously, if you 
cannot binge now then you can definitely not binge in the future.  That 
gives people a lot of relief.  That really calms the anxiety about the idea 
they're going to binge in the future. 

 The last piece of it, which is new to me, Yoav, and I don't know if it's 
really new to you.  But since we've been talking about the second level 
of this insight, the now muscle, building your now muscle, people have 
been saying, "Well, what else can I do to get into the present moment?  
How do I draw myself into the present moment?"  What I recognize is 
that the first thing to see is that you're in the present moment.  You 
already are there because that's the only place you can be.  The 
question is what is the pig doing to take you out of the present moment, 
and how do you refute that? 

 Most things that activate the parasympathetic nervous system will take 
you more into the present moment, so yoga, deep breathing especially 
when you breathe out for longer than you breathe in, meditation, 
walking in nature.  Most things we think of traditionally as relaxing are 
relaxing because they remove the distractions of the past and the 
future, and they bring us into what actually is, and all that is is now. 
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Yoav: May I add something? 

Dr. Glenn: Yeah. 

Yoav: You know why breathing out longer than you breathe in works? 

Dr. Glenn: I think I do, but I want to hear from you. 

Yoav: I've heard somewhere, and I don't know if it's true, that it's a built-in 
mechanism that your lungs affect your heart rate.  When you breathe 
out, I think your heart rate slows.  So when you breathe in in a shorter 
period and you breathe out longer then you're slowing your heart rate 
and you're calming yourself down. 

Dr. Glenn: That makes sense. 

Yoav: Do you know that when kids sob, they take a too short breath in and a 
long breath out?  That's a natural response to calming themselves 
down. 

Dr. Glenn: Interesting.  I have an evolutionary speculation about why it works.  I'm 
not sure this is important but I'll tell you anyway because it's interesting.  
I think that if we're in situations that warrant emergency action that it 
was necessary for us to get as much oxygen as possible into our 
system so that we could act and act quickly in a sustained way like in a 
short burst, get away from the lion, that kind of thing.  So I think that 
when you're breathing out for longer than you're breathing in, you're 
telling the brain that there's no emergency because you're getting rid of 
more oxygen than you're taking in.  Does that make sense? 

Yoav: Yeah. 
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Dr. Glenn: We're geeking out a little bit.  Regardless, we know that it works.  If you 
breathe out for longer than you breathe in, it works.  We like to use the 
term the 7-11 breath, which I got from Lori Hammond. 

 Yoav, I wanted to ask you because for me, I've discovered that 
recognizing that I am in the present moment and everything else is an 
illusion.  It has been a critical first step.  For me also, yoga has made a 
really big difference.  When I change my rules a little bit, I get cravings 
for a little while.  And when I get those, if I can get myself to do yoga 
and find myself in the present moment, the cravings go away.  I'm just 
wondering because you have all this experience with meditation.  Is 
there anything else you can tell people about how to get into the 
present moment so they can eat healthy at present? 

Yoav: I think meditation is the best way to practice being in the present 
moment to strengthen your now muscle because meditation is all about 
separating from your thoughts.  The very simple meditation is to focus 
on your own breath and view the thoughts as if there are clouds going 
through the sky.  Always bring your concentration back to your breath, 
so you're actively working on being in the present moment. 

 This has been proven a million times over in many research projects.  If 
you practice meditation, you become a lot better at being in the now.  
You have a much stronger now muscle.  But I think any activity that 
really requires concentration like yoga, if you f--- up with yoga, you're in 
a lot of trouble.  You can hurt yourself, so you really need to 
concentrate on what you're doing now and that strengthens the now 
muscle.  So anything that requires concentration creates a stronger 
now muscle.  Chess, you have to concentrate or you lose.  You can't 
be thinking of other things.  Any ideal activity that requires real 
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concentration, not too difficult that puts you in the zone strengthens 
your now muscle. 

Dr. Glenn: Juggling, I find that when I juggle five balls -- I haven't done this in a 
while, but I just realized that that's a kind of meditation because I 
discovered that if I'm juggling five balls and I start thinking about 
something else, I've got balls all over the floor.  I should probably go 
back to doing that again.  I used to do it every day for 10 or 15 minutes 
and it would calm me down.  I don't really entirely know why, but now I 
get it.  It's because I couldn't think of anything else. 

Yoav: That's one thing.  There are practices that we use in Never Binge Again 
that are also common in meditation that you can use to strengthen your 
now muscle.  For example, labeling your thoughts and feelings, that is 
even more important.  If you start saying to yourself, "I'm sad.  I'm 
hungry.  I'm tired," you start labeling your thoughts.  It's you taking a 
step back from your vessel, your body, and actually noticing what's 
going on.  When you notice what's going on, you can react. 

 So if you think, "I'm tired," this is now that space that you created with 
your thoughts that allow you to deal with being tired.  But if you're just 
feeling crappy and you're moping around, you're circling the fridge and 
you're not aware of what's going on, you're much more likely to make a 
mistake and break your food plan.  So just labeling what you think.  I'm 
anxious.  I'm scared.  I'm tired.  This is a thought.  I'm happy.  I'm 
thinking about home.  Labeling your thought is the best and easiest 
way to start strengthening your now muscle. 

 Separating, asking your pig, "Hey, pig, why do you want me to break 
my rules?" is a terrific way to strengthen your now muscle.  You can 
keep a thought journal.  Whenever you find yourself craving and you 
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ask your pig, "Hey, pig, why do you want me to break my rules and 
binge now?" and the thought comes up, you write it down.  So you start 
seeing this list of things that pop in your brain over and over again that 
would allow you to see a pattern and that will strengthen your now 
muscle.  Those are just a handful. 

Dr. Glenn: So anything that facilitates observing your thoughts rather than just 
experiencing them. 

Yoav: Thoughts, feelings, and emotion. 

Dr. Glenn: Okay.  Just to summarize the three levels of insight are that the future 
is an infinite string of now and it's always now, so you can only use the 
present moment to be healthy. 

 The second insight is that the ability to use the present moment to be 
healthy is a muscle.  We call it the now muscle, which is strengthened 
every time you use it.  You can alleviate binge anxiety about the future 
by continuing to strengthen your now muscle.  So you know that in the 
future when this mythical binge moment arrives that you'll be even 
stronger.  Your now muscle will be even stronger. 

 The third thing is that you're already in the present moment.  
Everything else is an illusion.  And the more that you do to observe that 
by writing down your thoughts and feelings, writing down which 
thoughts belong to your binging self and which thoughts belong to your 
higher self, separating them and creating that observational distance 
allows you to be more in the present moment.  And that if you do all 
three of these things -- 

Yoav: Can I add one more thing?  I'm sorry. 
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Dr. Glenn: Of course. 

Yoav: I forgot the most basic thing.  The most basic thing you can do to 
strengthen your now muscle is have solid eating food rules.  That's a 
page out of the actual book of Never Binge Again because whenever 
you decide on a rule, your brain recalibrates and is now a part of your 
brain that's responsible to noticing when you're breaking your rule.  
Well, even if it's just a whisper, just a notion that you're doing 
something wrong, it's there, always.  If you don't have rules then you 
really can't tell.  You're never in the wrong.  That's the most basic thing, 
having solid rules and then practicing. 

Dr. Glenn: It's having a very clear and bright line to separate your thoughts into 
constructive or destructive thoughts.  It's what allows you to observe 
the destructive thoughts so that you can refute them in the first place.   

Yoav: Yeah. 

Dr. Glenn: All right.  Anything I should have asked you that I didn't? 

Yoav: No.  That was brilliant, Glenn. 

Dr. Glenn: What time is it, buddy?  It's now, dude. 

Yoav: It's now.  It's now.  It is always now, buddy.  That's why I didn't answer.  
It's always now. 

Dr. Glenn: Thanks for your time and attention.  If you'd like to find out more about 
how to fix your food problem fast using our new coaching format that 
includes daily email accountability, a 45-day mastery challenge and live 
support groups four times per week, all completely optional, of course, 
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you don't have to come four times a week, they're just there if you need 
it, please visit FixYourFoodProblem.com.  That's 
FixYourFoodProblem.com.  If you'd like to walk yourself through the 
coaching process and do it yourself, please visit 
NeverBingeAgainWorkbook.com.  NeverBingeAgainWorkbook.com.  
For live coaching, daily email accountability, four times a week group 
support and a 45-day mastery challenge, please visit 
FixYourFoodProblem.com, or to do it yourself, please visit 
NeverBingeAgainWorkbook.com.  NeverBingeAgainWorkbook.com.  
Thanks. 
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